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Abstra t We have developed a numeri al model on
dynami s of spallation parti les ying in the polymer ablated ar s. We had found mi rosized spallation partiles eje ted from polyamide materials (Polyamide-6 (PA6)
[−C6 H11 ON−]n /Polyamide 66 (PA66) [−C12 H22 O2 N2 −]n )
by thermal plasma onta t. In this paper, effe ts of initial
onditions for spallation parti les ying in polymer ablated
ar s on dynami s and evaporation of polymer spallation
parti les were investigated using the developed numeri al
model. As initial onditions, pressure inside the polymer
ablated ar , the initial parti le diameter and initial velo ity
of spallation parti les were treated to study their effe ts.
Under the given temperature and gas ow distributions
in spe ied initial onditions, the traje tories of spallation
parti les ying in the polymer ablated ar were simulated
numeri ally, onsidering the time variations in the temperature and the diameter of the parti les. The results show
that the highest ight altitude of the PA6 spallation parti le
ying in the PA6 ablated ar is affe ted by the initial parti le
diameter and velo ity remarkably.
Index Terms Cir uit breaker, Current interruption, Ablation, Spallation, Polyamide
I. I NTRODUCTION
Polymer materials are widely used for quen hing hamber walls or for diele tri insulation in molded ase ir uit
breakers (MCCB) in a low-voltage ele tri distribution
system. The polymer materials onta t intensive ar plasmas during a short- ir uit fault or a ground fault, and
this onta t indu es ablation of the polymer materials.
The polymer ablation vapor auses a large pressure rise
in the ar quen hing hamber. This indu es gas ow and
onve tion loss in the ar plasma. The produ ed gas ow
for es to expand the ar plasma, and helps ooling down
and quen hing it. In this way, Su h polymer ablation
remarkably affe ts the interruption apability of the ir uit
breakers [1℄. It also affe ts the thermodynami s and transport properties of ar quen hing medium. Cir uit breakers
applying the polymer ablation are widely developed and
used [2℄. However, the intera tion between ar plasmas
and ar quen hing polymer mediums has not revealed in
detail.
In our previous work, we had observed not only
polymer ablation vapor but also mi ro-sized parti les
spallation parti les eje ted from polyamide materials
during the irradiation of indu tively oupled thermal
plasmas (ICTPs) [3℄. We all this phenomenon spallation
phenomenon. It had been also founded that the spallation
phenomenon an be enhan ed remarkably due to water

absorption for polyamide materials [4℄. In this ase, the
thermodynami s and transport properties of PA6 ablation
vapor hardly hanged due to its water absorption. This is
attributed to the fa t that the omposition of PA6 ablation
vapor originally ontains H and O atoms omposed by
water. If the spallation phenomenon applys for the ar
quen hing, spallation parti les are expe ted to penetrate
into the ar ore, whi h an ool down it dire tly. Therefore, su h appli ation of spallation phenomenon for ar
quen hing lead to enhan e the ar interrupiton apability
of the ir uit breaker. For this aim, it is ne essary to
understand dynami s of the parti les in the ar plasma.
In this paper, a numeri al model for a spallation parti le
motion and temperature in rease was used. Firstly, temperature and gas ow distributions in the PA6 ablated ar
were al ulated using a numeri al thermo-uid model [5℄,
[6℄, [7℄. Effe ts of PA6 ablation vapor on the ar plasma
su h as the hange in the thermodynami s and transport
properties of ar medium, the energy loss due to the
ablation, the mass ex hange and the pressure rise due to
the produ ed gas ow in the ar plasma were onsidered.
Under those omputed distributions in the PA6 ablated
ar , we simulated the motion and temperature variations
of PA6 spallation parti les having an initial velo ity and
a parti le diameter solving the equation of motion and
the mass and energy onservation equation [9℄. Through
this simulation, we ould understand the traje tory and
temperature variation of the parti le in luding its phase
hange and a de rease in its parti le diameter. Not only
initial parameters of PA6 parti les su h as its initial
velo ity, parti le diameter and eje tion position but also
the initial pressure in the PA6 ablated ar were varied
respe tively in the present work. From the results, we
ould understand the ondition in whi h PA6 parti les
an ablate in the ar ore. The Results indi ated that the
highest ight altitude of PA6 spallation parti les ying in
the PA6 ablated ar is affe ted by the initial velo ity and
parti le diameter remarkably.
II. N UMERICAL THERMO - FLUID ANALYSIS OF
POLYMER ABLATED ARC

For the simulation in the motion and the temperature
variation of PA6 spallation parti les ying in the PA6 ablated ar , we had to al ulate its temperature and gas ow
distributions at rst. Therefore, the numeri al thermo-uid
analysis model to al ulate those distributions is indi ated
in this se tion.

TABLE I
C ALCULATION CONDITIONS FOR THE STEADY- STATE ANALYSIS OF
THE TEMPERATURE AND GAS FLOW DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE PA6
ABLATED ARC .
Current value
DC 50 A
Length between the ele trodes
50 mm
Ar quen hing polymer medium PA6
Ele trode material
Fe
Fig. 1. S hemati s of the al ulation target imaging the ar devi e.
Polymer block
6 mm

Electrode

Calculation space
Polymer block

Outlet

30 mm
50 mm

Fig. 2. Cal ulation spa e for the temperature and gas ow distributions
in the polymer ablated ar .

A. Assumptions

Fig. 1 shows the al ulation target imaging the ar
devi e in this model. In the al ulation target, two ylindri al ele trodes are lo ated with a distan e of 50 mm.
Ea h of ele rode has a diameter of 6 mm. One of the
ele trodes is inserted in the ylindri al polymer material.
On the other hand, A length of the polymer ylinder is
50 mm. In addition, its inner diameter is 6 mm, and its
external diameter is 30 mm. In this simulation, the ar
plasma ignites between the ele trodes. The ar ignition
spa e is lled with air at rst. The onta t between the
ar plasma and the ylindri al polymer material auses
the polymer ablation.Fig. 2 shows the al ulation spa e
in this model. The al ulation spa e is the ross se tion of
the ylindri ally symmetri al spa e with the ele trode and
the ylinderi al polymer shown as a broken line olored
in red in Fig. 2. It is divided into 104 grids in an axial
dire tion, and into 42 grids in a radial dire tion.
In al ulating, the following assumptions are dened:
(i) the plasma is in lo al thermodynami equilibrium;
onsequently, all relevant temperatures su h as the ele tron temperature, the gas temperature and the ex itation
temperature are mutually identi al. (ii) the plasma is
in opti ally thin for wavelengths greater than 200 nm.
For wavelengths of less than 200 nm, 20% of the total
emission oef ient is a ounted for radiation loss to
onsider the effe tive light absorption. (iii) the ow is
steady, laminar and axisymmetri , with negligible vis ous
dissipation. (iv) the al ulation spa e is the symmetri al
spa e. (v) the ele tri eld generates only in the axial dire tion. (vi) the propagation velo ity of pressure waves is
limited. (vii) the phenomena su h as melting and boiling
of the ele trode materials, the ele trode fall voltage and
the pro ess of ele tron emission are negle ted.
B. Governing equation

On the assumptions shown in se tion II-A, the polymer
ablated ar is onsidered to be governing by the mass

TABLE II
T HERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF PA6
Melting temperature [K℄
Thermal de omposition temperature [K℄
Latent heat for melting [kJ/kg℄
Latent heat for thermal de omposition [kJ/kg℄
Mass density [kg/m3 ℄
Spe i heat in solid [J/(kg K)℄
Spe i heat in liquid [J/(kg K)℄
Thermal ondu tivity [W/(m K)℄
Emissivity of the surfa e

493.5
717.6
53.3
187.6
1140
2617
3031
0.25
0.3

onservation equation, the momentum equation, the energy onservation and the mass onservation equation of
polymer ablation vapor. These equations are mentioned
in another paper [8℄.
In this omputation, the mass produ tion rate due
to ablation SpC was approximately al ulated only for
the neighbor to the polymer wall[8℄. The ablation ux
Γab used for al ulating it was omputed by the HertzKnudsen relation [8℄. On the other hand, the deposition
ux Γdep was evaluated by the random ux [8℄.
C. Cal ulation

onditions

The al ulation onditions are summarized in Table. I.
In this al ulation, the urrent value was set to DC 50
A. The ylindri al polymer material was dened to be
made of PA6. The ele trode material was Fe. The thermodynami properties of PA6 required in this al ulation
is summarized in Table. II.
D. Cal ulation results

The al ulated two dimensional temperature and gas
ow distributions in the PA6 ablated ar at DC 50 A is
shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 the temperature on the axis
is higher than those near the polymer inner wall. On the
other hand, the gas ow velo ity be ome higher toward
the gas outlet.
Fig. 4(a) shows the radial temeperature distributions
at ea h axial position of z = 30 mm and z = 50
mm in the PA6 ablated ar . As seen, the temperature on
the axis rea h above 11000 K. On the other hand, the
regions near the inner polymer wall is ooled by the PA6
ablation vapor, and the temperature there be ome lower
than 1000 K. The produ ed PA6 ablation vapor makes the
ar shrinking in the radial dire tion
The radial gas ow velo ity distributions at ea h axial
position of z = 30 mm and z = 50 mm in the PA6
ablated ar are shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 the gas ow
velo ity on the gas outlet z = 50 mm is higher than that

Fig. 3. Cal ulated two dimensional temperature and gas ow distributions in the PA6 ablated ar .
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parti les were assumed to be ompletely spheri al. It was
also assumed that the motion of spallation parti les ying
in the ar plasma are affe ted only by the drag for e from
the vis osity of the ar and by the gravity. The image
and the denition of ea h parameter in the motion of
spallation parti le show in Fig. 6. On those assumptions,
the momentum equation for a parti le exposed to the
polymer ablated ar an be written as[12℄
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Fig. 5. Cal ulation spa e for the simulation on dynami s and the
temperature variation of spallation parti les ying in the PA6 ablated
ar .

at z = 30 mm. The eje ted PA6 ablation vapor indu es
su h differen e.
III. S IMULATION ON DYNAMICS AND TEMPERATURE
VARIATION OF SPALLATION PARTICLES EJECTED IN
THE PA6 ABLATED ARC

A. Cal ulation spa e for simulation on dynami s and
temperature variation of spallation parti les

Fig. 5 shows the al ulation spa e for the simulation
on dynami s and the temperature variation of spallation
parti les ying in the PA6 ablated ar . This simulation
uses the temperature and gas ow distributions in the
PA6 ablated ar al ulated in the previous se tion. The
al ulation spa e is devided into 103 grids in an axial
dire tion and 84 grids in a radial dire tion respe tively.
Spallation parti les are eje ted from the lower wall of the
ylindri al polymer material shown in Fig. 5.
B. Model of spallation parti le
1) Momentum equation of spallation parti les eje ted
in the polymer ablated ar :

In this al ulation, spallation

CD =
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where UR is the relative velo ity between the parti le
and the ar plasma，CD is the drag oef ient，g is the
gravitational a eleration, up is the axial velo ity of the
parti le，vp is the radial velo ity of the parti le，u is the
axial velo ity of ablation vapor，v is the radial velo ity of
ablation vapor，ρp is the mass density of the parti le in
solid and liquid phases，ρ is the mass density of ablation
vapor，dp is the parti le diameter，µ is the vis osity of
ablation vapor, Re is Reynolds number. Reynolds number
in this omputation was typi ally in range of 0 - 13.1.
2) Energy

onservation equation and mass

onserva-

The temperature
inside the spallation parti le an be non-uniform due to
its lower thermal ondu tivity. Therefore, the temperature distribution an be produ ed inside the pari le. To
onsider this temperature distribution, the parti le was
divided into 20 shells shown in Fig. 7. We dene the
temperature Tp (r, t) and the liquid fra tion χ(r, t) of
ea h shell, and these parameter depend on the radial
position r and the time t. We also assumed that the

tion equation of spallation parti le:

ud

FD
g
Fig. 6. Exerted drag for e and gravity on a spallation parti le ying
in gas ow.

TABLE III
I NITIAL CONDITIONS OF THE SPALLATION PARTICLE FOR THE
SIMULATION OF ITS DYNAMICS AND TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN
THE PA6 ABLATED ARC
Treated polymer material
PA6
Initial velo ity of the parti le [m/s℄
5.0
Initial parti le diameter of the parti le [mm℄ 0.2
Initial temperature of the parti le [K℄
450
Initial eje ting position of the parti le [mm℄ (z ,r)=(30,3)
Division number of the parti le diameter
20

Fig. 8. Denition of an angle α of the initial velo ity of a spallation
parti le.
Fig. 7. Con ept of a spallation parti le treating its inner temperature
gradient.

shown lines olored with respe tive olors. For any angle

α, the parti le penetrates into the temperature region of

thermal de omposition of the parti le o ured when its
temperature rea hed to Te .
Inside the parti le, thermal ondu tion between inner
shells due to the radial temperature gradient was onsidered for any temperature range [8℄. On the other hand,
more omplex phenomenon su h as thermal ondu tion
to the inner shells, heat transfer from the surrounding ar
plasma, the radiation loss from the surfa e of the parti le
were onsidered at the outershell [8℄. The temperature and
the liquid fra tion at the outer shell were al ulated by
the equations mentioned in another paper [℄. The de rease
in the parti le diameter due to its thermal de omposition
was omputed by the mass of its ablation [8℄.
C. Cal ulation

ondition

The al ulation onditions of the spallation parti le
for the simulation were summarized in Table. III. We
assumed that the PA6 parti les eje ted from the PA6 inner
wall at the axial position of 30 mm and the radial position
of 3 mm randomly. The initial temperature of the parti le
was set to 450 K orresponding to the temperature of
the inner wall. Its initial velo ity was set to 5 m/s due to
its experimental measurement in the previous work [9℄. In
addition, we estimated the initial diameter to be 0.12-0.28
mm by the omparison between the experimental traje tories of the parti les ying during the irradiation of ICTPs
and its numeri al traje tories in another al ulation. From
this work, the initial parti le diameter was set to 0.2 mm
in this simulation. We dened the angle α of the initial
velo ity shown in Fig. 8 and the angle α was set to ±9◦ ,
±27◦ and ±45◦ .
IV. C ALCULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 9 shows the traje tories of the PA6 parti les eje ted
in the PA6 ablated ar . In Fig. 9, these traje tories are

about 7000 K to 9000 K and evaporates ompletely there.
This may ool down the high temperature region whi h
the PA6 ablation vapor an't do, and onsequently the
ar plasma is expe ted to be quen hed effe tively by the
penetration of spallation parti les.
In this al ulation, the time variations in the temperature of ea h shell and the parti le diameter were
al ulated for ea h angle α. These show in Fig. 10 for
α=9◦ and α=27◦ . The time t is referred to the initiation of
the parti le eje tion. At α=9◦ , the temperature in the outer
shell in reases due to the exposition to the ar plasma.
Around t=15 µs, it rea hes the melting temperature and
keeps the temperature. This attributes to the fa t that
the energy whi h the parti le is given by the ar is
onsumed for the latent heat for its melting. After that,
the temperature in reases again, and it rea hes the thermal de omposition temperature at t=45 µs. The parti le
diameter de reases at the same time. The temperatures
of the inner shells in rease one after another after its
ompletely thermal de omposition. The parti le diameter
de reases due to thermal de omposition of the shells,
and the parti le ompletely de omposes around t=400 µs.
Su h time variations in the temperature and the parti le
diameter an be seen similarly for every α. From these
results, we an expe t that the spallation phenomenon
may lead to the rapidly ar quen hing effe t.
A. Initial

ondition dependen e of dynami s and evapo-

ration of polymer spallation parti les

By using this model, we investigated the initial ondition dependen e of dynami s and evaporation of the PA6
parti les eje ted in the PA6 ablated ar . In present work,
the initial velo ity, the parti le diameter and the eje tion
position of the parti le and the initial pressure in the PA6
ablated ar were varied respe tively. A ording to the
hange of these parameters, the variations in the highest
ight altitude of the parti les eje ted were investigated.

100%PA6 ablation vapor , PA6
Initial temp 450 K
Initial velocity 5.0 m/s
Grain diameter 0.2 mm

Radial position [mm]
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Fig. 9. Traje tories of the PA6 spallation parti les eje ted from the lower wall at the axial position of 30 mm in the PA6 ablated ar .
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Fig. 10. Time variations in the temperature of ea h shell and the
parti le diameter for α=9◦ and α=27◦

Firstly, the initial velo ity of the parti le was hanged
from 1-25 m/s, and the other parameters were set to the
same values summarized in Table. III. Fig. 11 shows the
initial velo ity dependen e of the highest ight altitude of
the parti les ying in the PA6 ablated ar . As seen, the
highest ight altitude of the parti le depends on its initial
velo ity remarkably. The highest ight altitude in reases
with in reasing its initial velo ity.To de omposition and
ool down the ar ore, the parti le may be required to
have the initial velo ity higher than 13 m/s.
Se ondly, we hanged the initial parti le diameter 0.10.5 mm. The other values were xed shown in Table. III.
Fig. 12 shows the initial parti le diameter dependen e of
the highest ight altitude of the parti le eje ted in the
PA6 ablated ar . In Fig. 12, the highest ight altitude of
the PA6 parti le almost in reases linearly as the in rease

of the parti le diameter. The parti le also needs to having
the initial parti le diameter of 0.32 mm to rea h the ar
ore. Thus, the parti le having an initial parti le diameter
less than 0.32 mm an not be expe ted to ool down the
ar ore effe tively.
Next, the initial position from the parti les eje ted is
varied 25 - 45 mm at the axial position. We set the other
parameter to ea h value as shown in Table. III. The initial
eje tion position dependen e of the parti le eje ted in the
PA6 ablated ar is shown in Fig. 13. As seen, the highest
ight altitude of the parti le eje ted from ea h position
hardly hanges. At any positions, the parti les penetrate
into the ar to the height of about 2 mm. Therefore, we
an nd to obtain the ooling effe t given by the parti les
uniformly in the PA6 ablated ar .
Finally, we varied the initial pressure in the PA6 ablated
ar 0.1 - 2.0 MPa. The parameters of the parti le were
set to the same values shown in Table. III. Fig. 14
shows the initial pressure dependen e of the highest ight
altitude of the parti le eje ted in the PA6 ablated ar . The
highest ight altitude of the parti le hardly hanges with
in reasing the initial pressure in the PA6 ablated ar , and
it almost keeps the onstant value of about 1.8 mm. Thus,
the in rease of the initial pressure in the PA6 ablated ar
is not expe ted to affe t the dynami s and evaporation of
the parti le eje ted in the PA6 ablated ar .
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parti le remarkably.
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V. S UMMARY
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